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TORONTO: Rahaf Mohammed Al-Qunun, 18, addressed the media during a press conference in Toronto at the offices of COSTI, a refugee resettling agency yesterday. —AFP

MONTREAL: Prime Minister Justin Trudeau notched
himself a political win ahead of Canadian legislative
elections by granting asylum to the teenage Saudi girl
fleeing her parents, experts here say. Trudeau sent
Foreign Minister Chrystia Freeland to greet 18-year-
old Rahaf Mohammed al-Qunun as the young woman
landed in Toronto on Saturday.

As Freeland clutched Qunun’s arm in the presence
of reporters from across the globe she reminded
everyone that human rights were Canada’s priorities
under Trudeau — especially the rights of women in
countries like Saudi Arabia. By granting Qunun asylum,
Canada was “standing up for human rights around the
world, and we believe very strongly that women’s
rights are human rights,” Freeland said.

Scoring one more point 
Accepting the Saudi teen was “very good on a

humanitarian level,” said Ferry de Kerckhove, a
Canadian former diplomat and current professor at the
University of Ottawa, “but it’s also a very good move
for the prime minister and for Canada.” “You had to
see Ms. Freeland’s beaming smile when she greeted the
young woman,” he told AFP. 

“We felt they had scored one more point” against
those “awful Saudis” who murdered dissident journal-
ist Jamal Khashoggi, he said. Qunun’s attempt to flee
Saudi Arabia was embraced by rights groups as a bea-
con of defiance against repression. The Saudi teen
captured the world’s attention with a trail of Twitter
posts that ignited a #SaveRahaf movement as she fled
what she said was physical and psychological abuse

from her family in ultra-conservative Saudi Arabia.
Rights groups also said she had renounced Islam,

risking prosecution in her homeland. Qunun’s family has
denied the abuse allegations. The publicity thwarted an
attempt to deport the teen to Saudi Arabia after she
arrived in Bangkok on a flight from Kuwait. Thai
authorities instead turning her over to the UN’s refugee
agency. On Friday Trudeau made the surprise
announcement that Canada would grant her asylum.

Opening Pandora’s Box 
“At a time when Saudi Arabia’s global image is tar-

nished by assassination of critics, I cannot imagine that
there was not mirth in the Canadian government
shared by the well-meant genuine sense of wanting to
protect a refugee,” said University of Ottawa law pro-
fessor Amir Attaran. But the move is certain to further
strain Canada’s relations with the kingdom.

Ties soured in August 2018 over Ottawa’s criticism
of human rights in Saudi Arabia, prompting Riyadh to
expel Canada’s ambassador and sever all trade and
investment ties in protest. Canada also sparked fury in
Riyadh by demanding the “immediate release” of jailed
rights campaigners, including Samar Badawi, the sister
of jailed blogger Raif Badawi, whose family lives in
Quebec. Canada is “on the right side of history” by
granting Qunun asylum, said University of Waterloo
political scientist Bessma Momani.

Silence from Riyadh 
“We are demonstrating our moral leadership on the

issue of gender equality,” she wrote in a Globe and

Mail newspaper opinion piece. The diplomatic risks,
she says, are minimal. “Our bilateral relationship with
Saudi Arabia is already at an all-time low, so there may
be no lower place to go,” she said. By harnessing the
power of social media to garner global attention,
Qunun “has opened a Pandora’s box that only Saudi
Arabia can close,” Momani wrote.

As of early Monday Saudi authorities had no official
reaction on the affair. De Kerckhove predicted that the
Saudis will stay “rather quiet.” “My only concern,” he
said, “is that the Saudis will take revenge” on jailed
blogger Badawi. However he hoped that the global
outcry following the murder of journalist Jamal
Khashoggi case “will prevent them” from such action.

Attaran told AFP that the Saudis “are learning the
stupidity of their incendiary foreign policy.” When in
mid-2018 “they burned their political, educational and
financial linkages with Canada, they left no leverage
over which to rebuke Canada meaningfully.” Canada
holds legislative elections in October in which Trudeau
will seek a second term in office. Even though he leads
in the polls, Trudeau faces an emboldened opposition
and pushback on issues such as immigration, a carbon
tax and environmental protection.

Also unresolved: the (Can) $15 billion sales contract
with Saudi Arabia for light-armored vehicles, signed by
the previous Conservative administration of Stephen
Harper. Political opponents and human rights activists
have slammed Trudeau for failing to end the contract.
A cancellation however would come at a steep price: at
least Can $1 billion in penalties, and a loss of jobs in
Ontario province where the vehicles are built.  —AFP

Trudeau notches a win with Saudi refugee
‘We believe very strongly that women’s rights are human rights’

UN envoys who 
failed in quest 
for Syria peace
BEIRUT: New UN envoy Geir Pedersen, who arrived in
Damascus yesterday on his first visit since taking up post,
is the fourth head of UN efforts to end Syria’s nearly
eight-year-old civil war. The United Nations has had three
previous special envoys to Syria in and all have quit as
their peace bids stalled.

Pedersen — a seasoned Norwegian diplomat — took
over on January 7 from Staffan de Mistura, who followed
veteran Algerian diplomat Lakhdar Brahimi and former UN
chief Kofi Annan. Here is a recap of their efforts in the face
of the conflict that killed more than 360,000 people and
displaced millions since 2011.

Annan: did his ‘best’ 
The late Kofi Annan, UN secretary general from 1997

to 2006, was on February 23, 2012 named to represent
both the UN and the Arab League in efforts aimed at end-
ing “violence and human rights violations, and promoting a
peaceful solution to the Syrian crisis”. He visited
Damascus several times to meet President Bashar Al-

Assad and offered the warring sides a peace plan that was
supposed to start with a ceasefire and envisaged a politi-
cal transition.

But just six months later, on August 2, Annan resigned,
saying he had given it his “best” and complaining of a lack
of support from major powers, implicitly referring to
Russian and Chinese vetoes. “You have to understand, as
an envoy, I can’t want peace more than the protagonists,
more than the Security Council or the international com-
munity for that matter,” he said. 

Brahimi: ‘sad’ to leave 
Lakhdar Brahimi, a former Algerian foreign minister and

one of the world’s most respected peace envoys, was
named to take over on August 17, 2012. The following
month he met Assad in Damascus, warning that the wors-
ening conflict “is a threat to the Syrian people, the region
and the world”.

He urged “all parties to unite their efforts to find a solu-
tion”, adding that the Syrian government needed to
assume greater responsibility for a cessation of hostilities.
Brahimi organized in January and February 2014 the first
face-to-face negotiations between the government and the
opposition in Geneva, under the leadership of the United
States and Russia.

However, he came up against the regime’s refusal to
discuss the future of Assad and on May 13, after less than
two years in the job, he too quit. Brahimi said he was “very

sad ... (to) leave Syria behind in such a bad state”.
Damascus welcomed the resignation, having accused
Brahimi of bias and interference in its internal affairs after
he criticized its planned June 2014 presidential election as
a blow to peace efforts.

De Mistura: ‘sorry’ 
On July 10, 2014, veteran Italian-Swedish diplomat

Staffan de Mistura took on the role, going on to organize
nine rounds of indirect negotiations, in Geneva and Vienna,
which come to nothing. In December 2017, de Mistura
called the penultimate round of talks a “golden opportuni-
ty missed” and accused the Syrian government of not
seeking true dialogue with the opposition.

On October 17, 2018, he announced he would step
down, citing “purely personal reasons”, but with no break-
through in sight. He spent his last months in post pushing a
UN plan to establish a committee to write a new constitu-
tion for Syria, envisaged to provide a basis for ending the
war. But in December 2018 he acknowledged the body
would not be in place by year’s end, as had been hoped.

“I deeply regret what has not been achieved, and I am
sorry more was not possible,” he said, noting there were
issues with a list of participants proposed by the govern-
ment. An op-ed in Syria’s pro-government Al-Watan
newspaper underscored his tense relationship with Assad’s
regime. “In Damascus, we will never be sorry for Staffan
de Mistura’s departure,” it said.  —AFP

Palestinians go 
on strike against
social security law
RAMALLAH: Thousands of Palestinians in the
occupied West Bank joined a strike yesterday
against their government’s proposed new social
security law, fearing the fund will be misman-
aged. The strike, which saw much of Ramallah,
Hebron and other Palestinian cities closed,
comes hours before president Mahmud Abbas
is due to address the United Nations.

A few thousand people protested outside the
Social Security Corporation in Ramallah, where
Abbas’s government is based. Under the pro-
posed system both private employers and their
employees would pay monthly into a govern-
ment-managed fund, with employees receiving
a pension when they retire. The government
says it will provide new security for employees,
arguing similar systems exist in countries across
the globe.

Protesters say they do not trust the
Palestinian government to manage the fund and
point out there are no guarantees. They also say
Israel’s occupation of the West Bank means that
the long-term existence of the Palestinian
Authority government is far from secure. Israeli
soldiers have carried out repeated raids inside
Ramallah in recent weeks, including near
Abbas’s headquarters, following two deadly
shootings.

Amer Farah, who works at Bank of Palestine
in Ramallah, said that in functioning states the
social security laws were important to protect
citizens’ futures. “But we are still under occupa-
tion, and there is no contact between parts of
the country,” he told AFP, alluding to the
decade-long split between the West Bank and
Gaza, where Abbas’s rivals Hamas are in control.
“The country is not stable, neither economically
nor politically. How will they implement the
law?” Abbas is due to speak at the United
Nations General Assembly later Tuesday, where
he is expected to again call on world powers to
recognize Palestine as a state. —AFP


